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Safety Tips

BE A COURTEOUS CYCLIST. To other riders, and to
the automobiles and pedestrians that
you encounter.
OBEY ALL TRAFFIC LAWS. Maryland laws treat
bicycles as vehicles; traffic regulations apply to bikes as well as motor vehicles for the sake of safety
and courtesy. Stop at traffic lights and intersections with stop signs. Do not "butt in line" with
automobiles - do not pass them on the right. Do not impede the flow of traffic. Obey the Law!
SINGLE FILE WHEN "CARS BACK!” Please be aware of your surroundings. Single Up
when cars are behind you. Even if the car has space to get around in the other lane of traffic.
Yell "Car Back" to the riders ahead of and behind you when you notice the "car back".
USE HAND AND VOICE SIGNALS. "On Your Left", "Cars Back", "Slowing", and
"Stopping" are some of the appropriate voice signals. Pointing out road hazards and indicating
your turns are appropriate hand gestures.
RIDE DEFENSIVELY. Be aware of other riders, cars, and pedestrians. Watch for potholes and
gravel. Warn other riders. Even if someone yells "CLEAR" while crossing an intersection,
please be sure to look both ways carefully before proceeding!

How to fix a flat in 7 easy steps:
1. Remove the wheel from the bike. Hint: Turn
your bike upside down to remove the wheel--it's
easier this way. If it's not a quick release, use a
15mm box or crescent wrench to remove the nuts.
You might have to release your brakes in order to
get the wheel through the brake pads, so squeeze
the brakes together and unhook the cable from the
brake pad.
2. Use your tire levers to pry the tire up and off
of the rim. 2 levers can be spaced about 3 spokes
apart, wedged under the bead (that's the inside band
of the tire) and then hooked behind the spokes.
Wedge the 3rd lever in and pry down. This should
pop the tire bead up and onto the outside of the rim
where you can use one lever to pull along the rim
and pop the bead off . Note: for changing a flat you only need to remove one side of the tire.
3. Pull out the old tube. Inflate the old tube. Use your fingers to feel or listen to where the air is
leaking from. Once you've found the hole in the tube, match the valve stem up to the valve stem hole
on the rim to identify where the flat was on the tire. You'll want to check this area on the tire to make
sure it is not damaged and the tire is still useable.
4. Inspect the tire for glass, metal bits or anything else that may have caused the flat by running your
finger slowly around the inside of the tire casing. If you don't remove the item that created the
puncture, you'll be flat again a few pedal strokes away from where you changed the first flat. Remove
the offending bit carefully - remember this little object was sharp enough to cut through 7 layers of tire;
your finger is no match.
5. Inflate your repaired tube, or your new tube, a bit. Enough so that it holds its circular shape just a
little bit. (it will look like a round sausage). Using a partially inflated tube actually makes working the
tube back inside the tire easier and reduces the chance of pinch flats.
6. Place the tire and tube back onto the wheel. Start with the valve from the tube and stick that
through the hole in the wheel. Then, place one side of the tire on the wheel. This will be easy. The
tricky part is getting the other side of the tire onto the wheel.
Hold the wheel in your lap and pop the tire onto the rim using your thumbs, your fingers resting on the
backside of the rim, as you work your hands around the wheel, away from each other.
Bend over and put that last, tough section of the wheel on your knee. Hold the tire with your weaker
hand to keep it steady, and with your dominant hand, work about an inch of the section onto the rim.
Pop it on by pushing down and forward with the heel of your hand. You can use a tire lever to wedge
the tire back onto the rim, but you run the risk of popping the tube this way, so if you can avoid it, you
should.
7. Inflate your tires back to the recommended pressure and get on with your ride.

ABC News and Events
•

The ABC website has a new Photos page on the toolbar showing a list of club photo albums.
Special thanks to Eve-Marie Lacroix and Joe Hutchins for setting up the site.

•

The next Third Thursday Get Together will be held on November 21, 2013, 6:00-8:00 PM at
the Killarney House, 584 West Central Avenue, Davidsonville, MD (about a half mile east of
Homestead Gardens). TTGT's are casual monthly networking socials where prospective, new
and long time ABC members can meet and talk about their bike rides and other matters of
importance. No RSVP necessary . . . just show up! Each person is responsible for their own
food & beverage.

Cycling Safety
by
James Black, President, Annapolis Bicycle Club
This afternoon as I cycled around a blind left turn I heard a vehicle approaching behind me and then an
oncoming vehicle appeared. I moved off the road onto the grassy shoulder as the 2 vehicles passed each
other without enough room remaining for me and my bike. I doubt there would have been an incident if
I had stayed on the road but I felt more in control of the situation by moving off the road. That simple
encounter reminded me of some of the dangers that we face every day cycling on the road.
On October 19th Sara Blumberg, a reporter for the Capital Gazette, interviewed several ABC members
about cycling safety for an article that appeared on the front page of the Gazette the following morning
(there is a link to that article on the ABC website home page). The Gazette decided to publish this
article because of the increase in cycling accidents and deaths this year. Recent incidents included the
death of Trish Cunningham on Riva Road in August and a serious accident on Ritchie Highway in
September.
On September 28th six ABC members took part in the Memorial Ride for Trish Cunningham. Several
hundred cyclists rode from Annapolis High School down Riva Road and paused to pay their respects to
the ghost bike at the site of the accident, as the family of Trish Cunningham stood nearby. I am proud
that ABC members participated in this tribute to her life.

ABC Participants in the Memorial Ride
(photo taken by Jim Claffey)

